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EDITORIAL
In the

course of an article appearing

Oliver writes:

in this

issue

of the 'Journal,' Norman

"

, we are constantly being told that there are
thousands if not millions of inhabited planets . . . "
Ve are indeed, ad nauseam, but there is in fact no direct evidence whatsoever
to suppolt the statement.
While it was possible to assume that UFOs might be extra-telTestrial spacecraft, the existence of at least one other inhabited planet in outer space could iafely
be postulated. Now that the ETH is generally abandoned, for good and sufficieni
reasons, we are back r'vhere we started.
The educated public probably adopts the Doctrine of the Plurality of Worlds
mainly for aesthetic reasons. People do not like to think of innumerable bar-ren,

lifeless planets endlessly circling useless suns. Materialistic scientists have
another and less disinterested motive for supporting the Doctrine. Their cherised
contention that man is merely an intelligent ape, inhabiting a speck of dust in a
IJniverse which is itseif the product of blind forces acting at random, might be
set at risk by a realisation that Earth and Man couid possess a quality of uniqueness.
The aesthetic argument falls down when we consider that Nature is infinitely
prodigal in her mode of action. An oak tree produces millions of acorns during
its life-span, only one of which, after severai centuries, becomes a tree itself.
Countless millions of spores of ferns, seeds of plants, eggs of fish and the like, go to
waste for every one which reproduces the parent form.
The materialistic argument has no real bearing on the question, Earth might
be alone in the lJniverse as the home of Man, or merely one of a million planets
bearing intelligent beings, whether the Cosmos is the product of Chance or Design.
\We know too iittle about the formation of planets and the origin of life, much
less about the development of intelligence, to do more than speculate about a possible

Pluraiity of Worlds. An agnostic attitude towards the problem is the only sound
attitude in the total absence of reliable data.
Alfred Russel Wallace, Darrvin's great co-worker in the development of the
Theory of Organic Evolution, regarded the Earth and Man as unique in the Universe
and wrote a book in support of his contention. His findings were:
" That no other planet in the solar system than our earth is
inhabited or habitable.

That the probabilities are almost as great against any
other sun possessing inhabited planets."

Coming forward to our own generation, we
distinguished physiologist Sir John Eccles stating:

find Nobel prize-winner

likelihood that there is intelligent life elsewhere in
the universe is so remote as to be out of the question.
Life of any kind on earrh is a fantastic improbability. It
could happen only once."

" The

1

and

Minority opinions no doubt. But the opinions, not of astronomers or
physicists, but of men outstanding in the field oflhe life-sciences and aware of rhe
iength and complexity of the Evolutionary process. For the record, \ff/allace was a
Spiritualist and Eccles is a Materialist.

In conclusion, with some diffidence, I venture to wonder how the current
astronomical picture of the stellar universe wiil stand up to the accurnulating
knowiedge,of future generations. I could cite not a few gross errors and disl
crepancies in the calculations of astronomers involving the bodies of our own solar
system. can we measure the distant scene accuraiely while we are unable to
determine coruectiy the dimensions of our own backvard?

CALLING ALL RESEARCHERS
over the last few years I have been struck-as no doubt have rnost readersby the way in which ufological opinion generally has been veering from the " alien
craft visitation " theme, commonly known as the ETiI, towards the " never-never
land " of " I(eelismr" " Ijltra-terrestrials " " mental manipulation by alien
intelligences " and so on; this I believe to be a pity, since the iendency seims not
for the newer theories to co-exist with the older ones, but to be systematically edging
them out altogether.
Quite a reguiar pattern emerges so far as UF'O enthusiasts and researchers are
concerned: unless previoqsly involved in psychic investigations or with religious
groups, the.average new UFO enthusuast will begin by avidly devouring ali sighting
reports available-and quite frequently may accept them without question ! -F{e-I
or she-will then commence to realise that a high proportion of reports can be
otherwise explained and will become rnore seiective in their approach, quite possibly
joining a local or national UFO investigation group in the process.

The next step our enthusiast will take is to become interested in researchbut here another snag crops up-what sort of research will bring results ? rt has

been painfully obvious over the years that research has literally biought us nowhere
perhaps to the point brought out in my first paragraph, narnely
are
-except or perhaps even have reached, the sfage where theories have tobetharwe
reaching,
adduced
to explain why our research is getting nowhere !

Do not misunderstand rne-I arn not belittling BUFORA's pasr or present
efforts in this field, and it could well be that as a result of programmes at present
instituted rewarding results may be obtained, but certainiy no g?oup or socibty has
made more than the very slightest dent in solving the mystery of rn'hat uFoi are,
where they have come from and who or what controls their manifestations. These
negative results, coupled with the extreme variety of reports-particularly contact
reports and in many cases parallels with psychic phenomena-have in fact led to
the point where a form of research has been evoked which rvill explain why other
formq are negative: so-we now have " control " by an alien inteliigence or
intelligences, quite possible indigenous to this Earth and co-exisrent with us, which,

not liking (quite understanda_bly l) our company and probings too much, consequenrly
endorvs us rvith all sorts of hallucinatory imaginingi and manifestations in oider tb
create confusion (the old " divide and rule "). There is, though, one snag about
this ty;ie of theory, namely that if such an enrity-or entities-is passing a fleasant

eon or two_ playing with our minds, why should it, they or rhem havd pennitted
any resealcher to discover (if indeed there is anything to discover) that this is what
they are doing ?

However I have digfessed, so let me return to my poor researcher who, having
become interested in uFo research with the accent on the ETFI has'becomE
disillusioned, both by the paper r,vork involved and the lack of positive results: w.hat
is his next_ step ? Either he will decide the subject is not worth pursuing and
" pigeonhole " it, or he will become more interested in contacts and " conlact "
gubjects. The former are far more interesting than mere reports of funny-looking
lights in the sky, but here again, our researcher will soon bbcome baffied and bel
wildered as he discovers that our " alien friends " come from Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
Jupiter's moons, Saturn, Neptune, IJranns, the planets around Aipha Ceniauri,
Sirius, Vega, Epsilon Eridani, a " twin " Earth, planet X, planets lve are not
permitted to wot of,, etc., etc. !! He will also find that they are benevolent beings,
hostile entities) aiiens interested in Earth's welfare relative to other pianets, not"to
mention those who are completely indifferent as rvell I Telepathic contact becomes
equally_ confusing, as the entities invoived have a disturbing habit either of telling r.rs
their place of origin doesn't matter: we wouldn't understand anyway: names mean
nothing: or even of claiming sotlieone as the sole interplanetar)' distributor of their
particular btand of information !

9t. r.esearchet, sadder and no wiser, will norv decide in all probabiliry tc raf-e
a look at " contact " subjects-those which impinge upon the UFO pro6lem but
are not an immediately obvious part of it: subjects as varied as psychometry,
disappearances, myths and religions, archeology, witchcraft, tape phenomena, astral
projection, poltergeists, fairies-erren the Loch Ness Monster! He may by this
tirne have becorne involved with one of the " contact " sub;'ects than r.vith i-lpOs
if not, he may rveil decide that the UFO enigrna
is but one part of the greater question WHY ? As Peter \Y,/ain indicated in an
and quits UFO res_earch altogether:

earlier article this may well be so.

Nevertheless, whether it be part of a greater question or an enigma of il.s own,
the.researcher wiil gain_nothing from complete withdrawal from an interesting
subject. The gamut of ufological experience having been run there are, in my hunible
opinion, two main fields of approach-neither of which I claim as original thoughts
on my part. The first stems from Dr. Hynek rvho suggests specialisation-even
extrerle specialisation-in research, so that each investigator may examine one small
facet of the subject to the full. Perhaps societies like BUFORA could be of major
assistance here, for such specialisation requires a co-ordinating body ro whom
reports may be sent for correlation. The proposed publication in BUFORA,s
Guide to the UFO Phenomenon of specialised repolts is an encouraging step in
this direction. The second avenue of approach is a study of contactees-I do not
rnean in order to break dorvn a " hoax " story, though obviously this is an open field
for hoaxing-as indeed is ufology generally: rather however, tosee if it is possible
4

to discover WHY one person was contacted rather than another and whether one or
more common factors appear. Lastly, it is necessary that all types of report and
ideas-not limited to any one facet-presented in an unbiased a manner as possible,
should be available to the researcher: this, I feel, is my own role at present in the

GEAIINI.

magazine

'fo sum up:- The researcher should consider ali (alleged) facts and theories
and not allow him or herself to be triased for or against any unless they are clearly
prov*bie or disprovable.
The ETH should retain a place in our deliberations since, after all, we are
constantly being told there are thousands if not millions of inhabited pianets-and
if oniv- one or trvo have evinced an interest in Earth, these can account for a propoltionr albeit quite possibly a small one, of sighting, landing and contact reports.
Specialisation could well be of great assistance, but only
the specialists.

" co-ordinate "
One thing

(a)

I

if

there is a body to

consider fatal, and that is to assume either

that the UFO enigma can only be solved within the framework of
our present scientifir: knowiedge and that a " nllts and bolts "
approach is essential or

(b)

that Flying Saucers are outside the realms of science altogether and
ihe " scientific " approach is useless.
What is required is a recognition that no type of approach can be ruLed out,
since if we knew lvhat we were researchir-rg, we wouldn't be researching to discover
it, harting learned the correct avenue of approach in any case. Like many others,
I consider the UIrO enigma will be with us many, nany years yet, but this is no
reason n'hy we should not continue to try to chip arvay-and chip away in as many
dilierent places as possible-at the rock of bewilderment it has created.
NoRuaN OuvEn,
Managing Edirot' GEM I LI L

ASSOCTATION

NEWS

The Annual General -lvleetirrg in October had a much iarger attendance than
it is a hopeful sign that members obviously wish to take an active interest
in the running of the Association. We certainly need as much support as possible
from the scientific fraterniry-and it is hoped to enlarge our field here-but this is
not to say that patronage from the non-scientific section is not greatly appleciated.
UFO research is a great leveller-even a child has as much chance as an Einstein
of soiving this frustrating enigma. It may well be that an idea, theory or clue put
forward by one person could be further developed by another-so please do not
hesitate to let us have vour views.
usual and

Ng* that the rigours of our non-summer

are over, most of us will be thinking
{eet up in front of the fire and indulging in cosy uFo speculation]
no doubt aided b_y a study of 91'- Hynek's latest booiian-d., it is hoped, by'BUFoRA
Journal. Actually_winter could be one of the best skywatch opp&tunitils, the skies

of^putting

.o.ur_

on a frosty night being clear, with the stars well ciefined. ^one could take the
opportunity. of introducing ol_e:s friends to basic astronomy, which might save a lot
of wasted time-on reports of "lights in the sky" from enthusiastic bit misguided
witnesses wh!r. happen to see planets or stars at their maximum brightness for the
firsl time. This_happened recently in, Australia when a crowd of sdme 300 people
ggthered to watch and photograph what was later identified as " definitely^ being
venus." There are, however, one or two puzzring aspects about the sighting anfr
ail may not be as clear-cut as the authoritiel would wiih.
Britain's " Flying Saucer " spy satellite could well be a further headache for
IJFO researchers, inasmuch as it wili probably be used to explain away future uFo
sightings. It is as well to remember that this craft is said to b-e invisible to the naked
eye _at 10,00-0 ft., being only 3ft. in diameter-and is not planned to be in full
production for 2 years, although obviously tests have been made somewhere.
No doubt many such prororypes- are being built and designed by the major
.
world powers. _During the South African UFO ffap earlier this year,-the Sunday
Times' (S_.a ) Supplement included an article on Mrs. Elizabeti l(iarer, a well-kLg*+ Adamski-type contactee of the 1950's. Mrs. I(larer, now in her early 60's,
still claims that her story is entirely factual but adds that there is a certain nation
on earth which is making iet and rocket-propelled craft, built on a circulat pattern,
and- these " mostly- come from underground bases in mountainous areas) particularly
at the South Pole."
_. A4rs. Itlarer, about whom there has laged almost as much controversy as
George Adamski, is an intriguing personality apart from her alleged uFo- experiences. She qualified at Cambridge as a meteorologist, later retuining to South
Africa where in 1933 she married cqptainw. stafford phillips, a pilot, riho taught
h911o-ny light aircraft.
was_ while they were flying over the Drakensburgiin
^Itpaced
1937 that a circular UFO
their aircraft and Captain Phillips reported "this
strange phenomenon as soon as he landed at Baragwanath later thit darl. Shortly
after this incident Capt. Phillips was sent to England to work at the D! Havitland
Experimental station at Hatfield and it was here that his wife was employed as a
meteorologost_ and be_gan her work with the R.A.F. as an observer of aerial phenomena.
Later she did decoding for the R.A.F. and research into " Foo fight-ers." Mrs.
I{larer is one of 88_pegp.le acknorn'ledged for their "rare" information selectedby
I-ynn E. Culgg l! the Tjbrary of Congress for the American Government's special
publication UFC's and Related Subjects issued in July 1969 for the United States
Air Force Aero-space Research Division. A fascinating career; no one doubts
Mrs. I(larer's sincerity but naturaily reservations remain . .
The question is, what does constitute a reputable witness ? l4-year old schoolboys are obviously going to be very suspect in the furure, which is hard on the
genuine witnesses. Policemen are not always very bright when it comes to astronomv
and middle-aged ladies with romantic leanings are dJfinitely regarded'as non compis
mentis. Perhaps we may thentake a leaf out of Motor Insriranie Companies'bo-oks
and regard vicars as the least risk

?

Bsrry Woon.
6

NOTES & QUOTES
What are we studying

?

According to those with a defective sense of

euphony,

the

" YEW-EFF-O\7," Dr.

Condon took a very dim view of the " OOFO."
The late Captain Ruppelt of Project Bluebook made a study of the " YOU-FOE."
Since it was Ruppelt who invented the abbreviation, as an alternative to the
colloquial " Flying Saucer," we must, I think, adopt his version.

Food

for Thought.

"

Some of the stars may actually be thousands

of light years nearer than astronomy believes
them to be."-Dr. P. Van de I(amp.

The size of the 'Journal.'

This ' Journal ' will possibiy emerge in

Entry into Europe.

Britain's impending entry into the E.E.C. has
provoked speculations about a possible Euro-

a

larger size when we begin Volume 4, six issues
from now. It must stay at the present size
for the next five issues in order to facilitate the binding together of the 12 issues
of Volume 3. This is in answer to a point raised at the recent A.G.M.

pean UFO organisation. This appears a trifle

naive, in view of the utter inabiliry of British researchers to sink their differences
and unite in one society with a common policy.

One

for Charles Fort.

became extinct

Good News

" A wild boar was captured by police after a
90 minute chase through gardens at Odiham,

Hampshire, at the weekend. Wild boar
in this country about 400 !€ars age."-'Daily Telegraph,'7.8.'72.

for Patriots.

After having read that Jack-the-Ripper was a
predatory spaceman from a flying saucer, or,
alternatively, the Russian anarchist Pedach-

I am relieved to learn from a recent book by Daniel Farson that he was actually
a barrister named Druitt, a Wykehamist and B.A. of New College, Oxford' As
such, he may clearly be adjudged worthy to join the Distinguished Gallery of
Fine Old British Eccentrics.
enko,

Not a Gatecrasher

Richard Colborne, who has assutned the post
of Investigation Co-ordinator in succession to
Mr. C. A. E. O'Brien, asks me to point out
that he has been a co-opted member of the National Executive Committee for the
pasr year. This is so and the fact that his name did not appear with those of other
Committee members in the 'Journal' is attributable soiely to my negligence.
Richard's work at \Tarminster and Banbury underlines his suitability for the post,
in which I know we all wish him well.
!

Project

warrninster'

proiectwlr not be revived

as.

ill:"!"d:y,,'ffff:fli0.:fi;f,",:il1

?n';:r::

such

in my*charge ?qd under the direct aegis
"#Jq#tlt"*'lt1Tl#.lr?,t1,"1,?J3;
of bufoRA. t1h""t
"13:
-^ who have assisiid
with Project Warminster since it wai launched in May tgi{: "rr

Yet Another

Hoax'

It""*:':#',#:l,.lililg i,fft$,iildilB

a crever hoax. r am arr a i d.t r,u','o. u*3*;l:%"$:"?: l:tr i?:ii?"1?lt;",i*Xff17
will bear examination- s7e have been well andtruly ' take'n i;;;;ia; ;;;ffi;y ;;
well grin sheepishly a.n$ ow1 r1p to the fact. This ievelatiorr, uyttr" way, calls into
question the authenticity_ of the pratt uFo photograph of Mir.t tle"o, which
is
-no'w
currently qnder re-exq*ination. First
and
Birch.
ls
nothing
ii"ri:
worthy in the field of UFo photography ^Fogl
? it is, of course, a iegio; in whicf, fakery
is rampant. I have seen a large nuribi:r of alleged UfO
bfrot-o?;ph; ;;4il;;6
hesitation in dismissing most of them as fabric"ated. I #as tr""uli i., much doubt
tl: Fogl object was a deception but I admit that r had r"rpi.io" ;t;ii;i
*3,
Alex Birch.
"o

J.CB.
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THINK TANK
During the summer months, your National Executive committee received
many helpful and interesting suggestions sent in by members not only in response
to. requests but also- spontaneously. one member said that as he read through the
" interesting " Spring Journal and Special Supplement, " I was lost for words
other tha! praise. I thought this MUST be Spring ! suddenly I felt more a
member than ever with plenty of new and forward looking ideas very much to my
liking." The committee was very heartened by these remarks arid grateful to
many other members who wrote with similar words of encouragement.
We-thought you might be interested to learn the nature of these suggestions,
many of which have been or presently are being implemented. The C-ommittee
particularly wishes to thank the following members for their suggestions which are
summarised

below:-

Mrs. E. Riddock, Miss E. C. Hargreaves, R. P. Knowles, Esq., Richard Nash,
Esq., Clement Langley, Esq., \(/. H. Chester, Esq., Richard Colborne, Esq.,
R. Selmes, Esq., A. J. Brindley, Esq., Peter Rogerson, Esq., Richard Farrow,
Esq., and J. V. Webber, Esq.

General Suggestions :
" Improve BUFORA'S scientific status and relationship with the scientiflc
community. Emphasis in near future on publicity and research. BUFORA
should not attempt to be everything to everybody. After the A.G.M., the rest of
!hl_Jy"Ii"g rhqqld _be devoted to discussing the furure plans and policies of
BUFORA. A " Labour Co-ordinator " should be appointed on the Committee to
liaise and communicate regularly with members and branches to ensure that their
fespective needs are met.
Income could be increased

by: (a) Private Pool's Syndicate and, (b) Monthly
Draw.
Publicise BUFORA at Exhibitions and Shows by means of puppetry and a
walk-around model Flying Saucer especially for children in order to attract attention
of parents and other adults. Institute a promotion campaign and advertise. Print
car stickers and badges, etc.
Do not neglect the provinces but arrange lectures and seminars out of London.

At

election time, provide for nominations ro the Committee by postal ballot

and put an end to Committee secrecy.

Concentlate on improving research and publicity and the maintenance of
records before providing a permanent staff and lavish central office."

Research and Investigation Suggestions
" Supply more information on important sightings. Froduce a standard
identikit of UFO shapes and colours, etc., for use by investigators. Establish a
network of UFO detectors. Sykwatches are of very limited value.
Regional co-ordinators and local investigators should be trained and coached
to do their job uniformly and properly at carefully planned seminars. Priority
should be given to the provision of an efficient photographic analysis facility."

Publications and journa! Suggestions
" Instead of a single Journal, BUFoitA should be publishing at least four
periodicals:-

G)

A Proceedings Annual or semi-annual.
(b) A quarterly Journal-containing shorter research articles, general essays
on theoretical and
-practical topics, short notes, se::ious coirespondenie,'
reviews, abstracts of major specialist periodicals, research in progress, etc.
(c) A monthly Research Newsietter including recent uFo Reporrs under
investigation;.

(d) A

Newsletter

of " popular "

features, a forum

fbr the uniniribited

pression of members' views iir an informal atmosphere,

ex-

Suggestions for .[ournal contents were as fbllows:Articles on unusual natural and man-made phenomena.
Summalies of interesting new and scientific developments and discoveries.
(.) One good UFO report rvith detaiis of its full investigation.
(d) Articles on related and r"elevant subjects, e.g. radar, satellites, etc.
(e) Summaries of current inexplicable happenings-" oddities.,'
( f ) Information and essential descriptive background about various ofEcers and

(u)
(b)

leading figures in the UFO tvorld, together with their viewpoints.

the above suggestions represent much food for thought and many of these
upon. Thank you to all those wlio took the irouble to
write. . suggestions and offers of help from mernbers are always welcome ancl
A11

are already being acted
appreciated.

Rocsn S'raNway.

THE EDITOR COMMENTS:
I am impelled, writing pureiy from a personal

standpoint, to conment on one
or two of the above criticisms and observations.
As regards_ norninations for Committee membership, before every A.G.AA., in
accordance with the terms of the BUFORA Constitution, all members receive a
notice reminding them, among other things, that nominations for the Committee
should be forwarded by a stated date. Any member can nominate any other member
s^o long as he can find a seconder for th6 proposai. The existing members of the
Committee are generally elected unopposed because we haven't reieived any outside
aominations-and whose fault is that ?

" Committee.secrecy " so far as I am aware. Committee meetings
in private and the minutes of such meetings are not generally available io
!!g membership as a whole, but this is common practice among exeCutive bodies.
Were it otherwise we should forfeit the " qualified privilege " which legally obtains
There is no

are held

in respect of Committee proceedings and this would render frank and free discussion
on certain matters hazardous if not impossible.
10

The suggestion that BUFORA should publish four or more periodicals is
ridiculous.

Firstly, there isn't enough money available. There is a limit to what we can
do with the amount of cash obtained from four hundred or so members paying a
comparatively modest annual subscription. One must, in this connection, bear in
mind ever-escalating production and postage costs.
Secondly, where is the material to come from, bearing in mind that from time
to time it has to be spread pretty thin even to fill this ' Journal '?
Thirdly, our Committee members and officers, simply haven't got the time to
engage in literary activity on such a scale.
Let it be stated loud and clear, the officers and Committee members who carry
on the work of BUFORA are part-time, unpaid volunteers, most of whom have

their livings to earn. They spend much of their spare time and cash on the
Association. They are not superhuman, and there is a limit to how much thay can
accomplish.

There seem to be a few members who live in a cloud-cuckooland of fantasy
and imagine that time and money are commodities of which our ofHcers have an
unlimited supply. Would that it were so !
If you have complaints or criticisms concerning any aspect
activities, forward them to me. I'11 do my best to reply.

The definitive book
of UFO addicts

for

of

Association

many thousands

The UFO Experience
A Scientific lnquiry
Frofessor J. Allen Hynek
" The case for UFOs, and their truly scientific investigation, has been
eloquently re-opened by Prof. J. Allen Hynek, a highly qualified
American astronomer." Daity Tole(raph
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THE UFO VISION
Part I

(Editorial l'{ote

; This is the {irst of a series of major cases that rvill appear in

forthcoming is.sues. .This issue coirtains the first of thiee parts
describing an intriguing and thought-provoking occu.rence^with
strong UFO implications).

1.

TNTR.ODUCTIOI{
This is the first time that the detaiis of this strange and ominous occurrence
ha'o'e been published. The persons involved, the perci"pients of these experiences,
have recounted the intimate dltails only after a cbnsiderable period of ftesitation
during nhieh tirne the BUtroRA invcsiigator, uho wishes tc
u"";t;r;;;
-the
'emain
has had.to gain the percipienrs complete confid.ence and trust.
Therefoie,
information has been supplied to gUpoRA on the stric understu"ai"g'thai
co:rfideltiality and .anonymity are ,preserved although all the details ao uppEui on
BUFORA'S own files. Readers will no doubt appreciate the reason for anonymity
as the facts of the case unfold.

The events described.took_place in the early.hor,rrs(approximately 2.00a.m.)of
the morning of Monday, 16th January, 1967, which has'beln confirmed bv a .iiarv
entry made- by oqg of the percipients later that same day. The location .u"rrol
unfortunateiy be disclosed save to say that

.2, EACKGROUND
DETAII-S

it

is in Englan'd.

presently_ known percipients are members of the same family r.vho are
^ A11 the
referred
to as the Ardern family. At the time of the occurrence they all"tived in a
three bedroomed, white house nestling at the foot of a steep north-r,vest facing siooe
of a hi11,. standing approximately_fO metres .abo_v9 a flat piain consisting ,r-,nTn1y !i
farmland. (See photograph). The house is fairl-v isolated although"th"i"-ir -u
farm about i000 metres to the north
The Ardern family consisted at rhat time of Mr. and Mrs. Ardern, their three
sons and one daughter. The elder son, Eric, then aged 29, was a taiented artisi
and part-time lecturer in art who was rapidly gaining a-local and. nationai t.p,ttuiiort
f9t ltr. quality of his painting! James, the second sdn, then aged.24, naa otitaineJa
Higher Natiolgl Di{oga in Pyhsics and was_also a gifted piinist having ud;;;;;
grades of the Royal college of Music. The daughtei Marfaret, then afed i4, ;;;
still attending school. The youngest son, Richaid, then ag'ed 19, was riot tiving at
horrre at that time but r.vas studying art at a weli known Ar1 Coilege.
Mr. Ardern was no longer rvorking during.the day as he had relired prematurely
or'ving to_illness. The Ardens lived modestly and-recognised the viitue of har.i
wor-k ancl industry. . Apalt from Mr. Ardern,' who read 1ne gibte frequentiy, ihe
farllly was not particuiarly religious although Mr. and Mrs. Ardern aitended the

llcal- Methodist Chapel regularly and had encouragecl their children to attend
Sunday School when they were younger. . It is of interest to note at this point thai
although &1r. Ardern h1d been a miner, he was unusuaily well read and^alticulate
which largely_stemmed from his aiert mind and considerable inteliigence. He also
drearned vividly and consistently, so much so that it had become a?ailv routlne in
the family for father to recount the details of his dreams as a story eue.y morning
at breakfast.
T2

EXPERTENCE ';-.q
On the night in question, 16th January

3. THE

1967

, the sleeping arrangements were

as

indicated on the accompanying plan (see page 32).
The weather was good for the time of year being dry and reiatively warm,
owing largeiy to the thick layer of low iying cloud which had blotted out the heavens
that night. The countryside was quiet and still when the Arderns went to bed.
The events that foliowed were apparently perceived by members of the family
in varying degrees aithough both Eric and James had the most vivid experiences
of all which were uncannily similar.
At this stage, it is perhaps appropriate to relate verbatim the exact words and
descriptions used by the percipients in order to avoid the possibility of bias or
inaccuracy introduced by the investigator.

4. ERIC'S

ACCOUNT
The following is an extract transcript taken from a tape recording of a statemenr
made by Eric Ardern to the investigator on 16th September 1970.
" On the night in question, I retired about 11.00 and the rest of my family
were downstairs watching television. As usual on this particular occasion I
dropped off to sleep fairly quickly and the first thing I realised was that I was
aroused by a very high pitched hum which apparently had either been of a higher
amplitude at that particular time or in fact it had been so monotonous beforehand
that it had aroused me from my sleep. It sounded very much like a high pitched
generator) to which in past years I had been accustomed to in working in a generating
plant.

I3

. on becoming_ somewhat more alerted to this sound I reverted to a lying
position on my back, the side position which I was on previouslv somewhat iiniite8
my hearing. I lay.there for some minutes listening tothe sound trying to identify
it other than what I had previously described. Tlie sound seemed io Sscillate at "a
particular frequency but, its amplitude varying giving a constanr depreciation in
amplitude which successively regained a greater amplitude every respective cycle.
After some time the sound reached a peak whereby there was"just a continuous
oscillation at a definite amplitude-that in between a definite minimum and maximum.
The length of the cycle was rather unusual inasmuch that it was somewhat prolonged
ten seconds or thereabouts or could. have been longer-but ceriainiy ihe
-about
oscillation was repeatable inasmuch that the time cycle was c6nstant.

. . $f1er lying for some time, probably five minutes, listening to the sound I
decided to get out of bed and locate its source which seemed'to be somewhere
outside the house. Ilowever, on trying to get out of bed my actions vrere severely
limited_by what seemed to be some great pressure bearing down upon the whole of
my b-qdy. Any attempt I made to turn over on to my-right hand side to throw
myself _o-ur of bed were severely restricted. Further attempts to overcome this
unusual force resulted in raising my anxiety and my sweat rate which was incredible.
After about half a minute realising that I was getiing nowhere, I decided to collect
my thoughts and just lie calmly on the bed, but at the same time the forces seemed ro
be still there, still persisting even though I made no attempt to overcome this.
During this interlude it was here that a noise appeared from nowhere and made the
statement quite simply that v,rhich was, " You are the chosen ones." It sounded
nothing like what I've just said-it appeared as if it was at a constant pitch-very
calmly spoke!- The voice sounded as if it came from an elderly person-someone
of some standing, of some professionalism I should say, someone of some authority.
It w_qs a male voice, no particular accent other than it appeared to be perfect l(ing"s
English. The voice was very moderate, neither deep nor high. The voice r"eto"*d
to.come from
above generally but this may have betn a function of my particular
orientation with the room-rhat is lying on the bed on my back. It is a"small room
about 12ft. wide and 7ft. high and rather long. The inirusion of this voice somewhat.raised myanxiety again and I decided to make a further effort to get outof bed
on doing. s.o, I &.rld the force still persisting and it took some greai effort to get
into^a positiorr_whichwas beside the bed, so much so that my efforti finally overcaile
llre force and I _spun over very fasr indeed to find myself lying on my righi hand side.
Feeling so_mewhat relieved but somewhat wet with sweat a*na *y he"art thumping
like rnad, I lay there for a few seconds trying to recover from it and tried to orientatE
my thoughts again.
After a short time,. probably about ten seconds, I decided to get up out of bed,
to do so, I threw myself,, i.e. rr_ry legs, out of the bed and opened-rny eyes.
Righi
in front of me there was a reflection-some bright light on rhe w;11. - Intuitivliy
I realised that this lnust have come from the large windorv behind me and turned to
look out of the window. Just above the ridge of the hill which lies immediately
behind our house there was this bright blue ball of light which appeared to havl
no definite demarcation-that is no definite perimerer. This raised my curiosity
even more, and rvithout more ado I proceeded to stand on my feet and walk rounil
t4

to the window. To look out of the window properly one has to get onto a large metal
box to gain a line of sight through the small window at the top of the main window.
But by the time I reached the window the light had gone. 'Ihe only thing that was
left was just a simple demarcation line, that is, the silhouette of the ridge of the
hill behind the house. This was presumably coming from the street lighting in
the valley beyond.

fn retrospect, thinking about the actual intensity of the light, the reflection and
its course, the reflection itself appeared to be about the intensity of a small hand
tocrh. The dimensions, that is the reflection covered on the wall, were probably
about 2ft. square and probably came as a result of the geometry of the windor,v which
is approximately that shape. The intensity of the light directly would be of cne
shining a torch in someone's face except the fact that it wasn't quite so dazzTing.
It wasn't white, it was of a blue hue. The appearance of the light source was some-

what bigger than the Moon-I had seen the Moon on many occasions over the hill
this was much brighter (than the Moon) and I would say about twice or
-andtimes
three
as large. The light itself was of even luminosity all over. One couldn't
make out any lighter patches an1'where on its face, and I suppose as a result of the
outward beaming of the light course, this resulted in a somewhat iagged perimeter.

The sound-that is the high-pitched hum-I presurne must have persisted
throughout the whole event, but with the intrusion of the light and the intervening
points where the forces were acting on me in the bed, I suppose it feil into the
back of the mind and these other things took prominence. Cenainiy, when I
returned from the window, the sound was still evident but somervhat reduced in
amplitude and it was just at this point that my father called from his bedroom to
ask who it was. I identified myself and went into his bedroom. I asked hirn if
he had heard this sound and he said, " Yes," he had lain awake for sometime
listening to it but couldn't identify it. I did not realate to him my experience
because all the other people were in bed and apparentiy hadn't been wakened by
it and I just didn't want to disturb them. So I returned to bed and lay for a while
trying to figure out what it was that I had experienced. But having been unable to
come to any conclusion at all, I suppose sleep got the better of me and I went off
krack

to sleep again.

The weather on this particular occasion was veiT-well-pretty calm. When
I got up to the window there was very little wind, dense cloud above which resulted
in a very dark night. I also think it may have been a very humid one. I certainly

couldn't have mistaken this light for an aeroplane, foL we're right under the route
from Manchester airport and the craft passing here are very familiar to me and
appear very different indeed to the light source I saw. The light source was certainiy
not any light from a star or any satellite because it was far too large and its aititude
seems to have been at least no more than about 300ft. but this is very ditricult to
judge but certainly if it was further away it must have been bigger.

That morning I awoke at about 8.00 and going downstairs I found my father
there who apparently hadn't slept much all the night. There was no one else up
at that particular time, I had a guick breakfast and went out into the garden.
15

on,coming back, probably about some thirty minutes later, I discovered
-However,
tnat my brother had also risen and he was relating to my father this experience
-as
that he had had which was
min6 and he atso rel^atia ttre
,almost exactly the same
experience with the voice. My brother sieeps in an adjacent ioom which h"; ; d;;;
in it and this more often thah not is closed and found-tnir *ott exrraordinarv
that he should have had this experience. I t!9+ related
;hi.h
the discussion to one ofgreat amazement by all in ttre rooni. - u'v rutn.i
laugh and said we had all.been listening to itrange voices in trte night. ue certiilty
verified the sound-that is the high piiched huriming ro""a-u"?-he had t"urJ-ni,

I

;y ;;ty

i;;Gd;l
h;li;6;;

,,

all and thought we werJsomewhat mad in ihis t"rp..i. lly *otri.i *u,
it was just passed offas some peculiar dream
that we had had. \x/e discussed it at some tengttr tiui p*ti.uiui *orrring, -uui
thereafter it's been forgotten and discussed very liitle.
Previous to this experience I had heard very little about UFos, bur subsequerrtly, my interest has been raised considerably from the standpoini
or
actual function of these partic}lar objects. My interest lies (id 1i;; t;hit;
"r "*
point of view, that is one which would be associated with a ptivri.irt-";"'d;uffi
with the structure of matter and the evolution of the world uhditt. part it plutrl;
the galactic orientation and the other galaxies.
I-ooking b_ack on this particular experience today, I mean I am completelv
convinced, as I was then, that it was a real experienie and
u ar.u- il;;;;!
.:,t" so many governing factors which took part in the
"oiwnote .*p"ri.".",
ll:lg
that ls' there were too many intervening stimuli and associations with other objects
and actually another person, i.e. my fat[.er,,,

::t-::
oJ
the same.opinion as my father and

The British U.F.O. Research Association does not hold or express corporare
UFO phenomena. The Editor and his contributors are soiely t".po'ntiUi"
tor vrews advanced over their names in this , Journal.'
Articles and items for inclusion in the 'Journal , must be sent direct to the
Editor and not to other BUFORA officers.
!.equests for permissio" to iiproau.i
material from the 'Journal' should also be addressed
to tfe Editor.
views. on

6'A GUIDE TO THE U.F.O. PHENOMENON.''
The first of a series of B.U.F.O.R.A. information booklets is available at 42p
(Inc. P.P.) from A. West, 49 Mill Road, Burgess Hill, Sussex.
To encourage wide distribution of this very useful booklet special rates
1.

copy

42p.

All post paid.
t6

3 copies 84p (save

42p).

5 copies 126p (save g4p).

as

below:

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

.
- I97I

1972

The following is a brief summary of the Report which the Chairman delivered
_
to the Annual General-vleeting on Tthoctober 1972. The Report will be appearing
in full in the Annual Proceedings to be published in the Summer of r97i.-

The Chairman began by thanking and paying tribute to the rnany individuals
both on and off the Committee who *ittingly bnd unselfishly give their spare time
and energy in furthering the best interests-aird ideals of the'A"ssociation. ' Administratively BUL9RA and particularly its_ committee members had had a very busy
year indeed. The Chairman also thanked all the members for their' .ontinued
generosity in _financiaily supporting their Association and expressed the hope that,
to ensure BUFORA's development and expansion, everyone would support the
Committees' resolution increasing the annual subscription rate to dL:4b. (En.
This resolution was later caryied by a large majority).

The Chairman then proceeded to summarise the main activities and achievements of BUFORA during the previous 12 months:-

l. Mernbership-After

a figure of about 380 members at the start of the year,
this was increasing at an encouraging rate and had currently reached 420.

2. Finance-Inflation

was hining BUFORA very hard in view of its largeiy fixed
income and this year's small deficit was a timely warning that the su6scription
rate needed raising not only to maintain existing services but also to provide
funds for expansion.

3. Investigation and Research-This is after all BUFORA's

raison

d'ete

and.

existing systems and procedures have been critically appraised and new and

more efficient methods are now being implemented, e.g.

a. A formalised yet flexible

system
munication has been adopted.

for investigation and iiaison and

com-

b. A revised network of regional co-ordinarors is being established.
c. The uFo case files have been refloed in a modern filing cabinet and. are

presently being re-indexed and re-numbered prior to the transference of
case data onto punched cards as part of our new card index system.

d.

Plans are be_ing made to record all original case material and UFO reports

e.

computer storage and analysis purposes.
A useful relationship has been established with several external bodies and

onto mocrofilm drling the forthcoming year. This will improve security
and assist research consi4erably and will enable BUFORA to exchange
information with other UFO Researchers quickly and cheaply, e.g. f6r

organisations, e.g. I(odak and

f.

ATV.

The manpower survey was an undoubted success and plans are being made
to harness the latest potential within our membership.
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4.

Research rreadquarters-The important decision to establish a Research
Headquarters h€ now !e.e1 ta$9q and everyone is asked to suppoft generously
the Foundation Fund which will be used solely for the work of utrdnesea.c6
e.g. the purchase of essential equipment. (E;. The astronomical researcl.t conl
ducted at the obseroatory is entirely separate and does not inoolzse B{lFoRA or

irs funds).
5.

Publicity-Advertising has been maintained ar a low lever but a publicity
campaign is planned for this coming year. A stream of miscellaneous requests
for advice and information have been dealt with by the vice-chairman throughout the year.
The committee would be pleased to hear from any member who can assist
us with publicity or advertising.

6.

Lectures-congratulations and thanks were offered

to Ivar Mackay

for

continuing toprovide a varied lecture programme of a consistently high sta.ndard.
It is intended to record these lectures for posterity by inciudihg ihem in the
Annual Proceedings nexr year. This should be a considerable bJnefit for nonLondon members who are unable to attend these excellent meetings. Speaking
as a Midlander, the chairman said he would like to see more reseirch seminari

being held

in the Midlands. Mr. and x4rs. T. tvhitaker of the yorkshire

(previously Halifax) Branch of BUFoRA have announced that they vrill be
arranging a Northern conference in Yorkshire sometime in the sprin! of 1973.
7.

Publications.-The increase in the cost of printing and postage has been of
considerable concern to the commirtee, who believe-that in spit-e of increasing
costs, it is essential to maintain and indeed improve the quality of the BUFORA
Journal and the other publications and communicationi of ihe Association.
BUFORA's first publication for external sale and distriLrution ..
A GUIDE

To rHE uFo PHENOMENON " has now been published and distributed
to the Press and rv and_all members are urged to buy as many copies as possible
for distribution to friends and_ potenrlal members. If sales !o wett, it ii hoped
-so
to-

publish

a

revised second edition of the booklet next year

asked to lend as much support as they can.

all members^are

The Chairman then concluded his Reoort.

WANTEDPRE-1960 FSRs in good condition. Also FSR 8/1. Your price paid or will
swop 3 for 1. f,3'50 offered for a copy of " The Books of Charles p611 "R. Fannow, Oppegardsvn 2, t400 Ski, Norway.
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BOOK REVIEWS
TE{E UFO EXPERIENCE-A SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
Bv J. AnnN HvNrr
Abelard-Schuman

Pnrcc: d2.50.
Flying saucer enthusiasts love a scientist sympathetic to their subject as dearly
as the English are said to love a lord. I have no doubt that if Dr. Hynek had

limited his text to a Sanscrit version of 'Puss-in-Bootsr' the true believers would
have hailed the book as a UFO classic. I shall try to be a little more objective in
my assessment of the work.
This is a good book, a valuable and must-be-read book, but not, in my view,
a really great book on the UFO phenomenon. I would regard it as ranking a little
below the Vallee's, " Challenge to Science," or Ruppelt's " The Report on IJnidentified Flying Objects," as a ciear statement of the reasons why UFOs are
deserving of the attention of the scientific fraternity.
Dr. I{ynek is probably at his best when castigating his colleagues for their
blatant disregard of the UFO data under their noses. One feels that he is, perhaps
unconciousiy, paying off not a few old scores. One hardly knows whether to laugh
or be angry rvhen reading of several hundred astronomers attending a reception at
Victoria, British Columbia, in 1968, who, when UFOs were reported manoeuvering
in the sky above the hall, giggled and engaged in casual banter instead ofgetting up
and going outside to check the report. As one of the book's Chapter headings has
it: " Science Is Not Always What Scientists Do," a point I have striven for years
to drive home in the pages of this ' Journal.'
Dr. Hynek reviews the various categories of reported UFOs, from daylight
discs and radar-visual sightings to cases in which a UFO lands and occupants
emerge from it. FIe seems a trifle unhappy in his choice of examples illustrating
the latter variety. I would not myself regard the I(elly-Hopkinsville " goblin "
case, which he discusses at length, as in any way a typical, representative occupant
report.
Froject Bluebook is reproved for the use of the term, " Unidentified," in cases
where a reported object could not be dismissed as a man-made artifact, natural
phenonaenon or hoax. However, since Dr. Hynek admits that a UFO is probably
a manifestation presently inexplicable, it is difficult to know what else Bluebook
could have done in such instances.
To sum up, there is a great deal in this book which is eminently valuable to
UFO-research. If I find the book oddly disappointing, it is perhaps because one
tends to expect a great deal from a man who was for twenty years astronomical
consultant on UFOs to the U.S. Air Force.
However, on the positive side, it will be hard for scientists to ignore Dr. Hynek's
work, which may well act as a spur to them to come to grips with the elusive UFO
phenomenon.

J.C-8.
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JOURNEYS OUT OF THE BODY
By RosnRr A. MoNnon
Souvenir Press.

Pnrce: d2.50.
. . ._{1_fi1st glance, out-of-the-body experiences appear to have little in common
with UFOs. Ilowever, after studying.N{r. Monroe's extraordinary activities in thfi
9irection, one feels that here may ue a possible explanation of some of the more

bizarre contact stories.

Robert Monroe is an American businessman who had his first out-of-the-bodv
experience 15 years ago. He can now achieve this state at wiltr and claims that nl
can bring back evidence rhat his- jaunts are not just dreams. He describer no*,
when out in his "second.b9dy,"-h. g?1 travel io various places in th. ptyri.ui
world but stresses that this is rather difficult because the "^second bodv i' is noi
geared to operate on this level. It is far more at home in the "second rtut.,'-o
pla-ce where time and space do not exist, where to think is to be, and t"t... on. .o.t
" shape-shift " at will.

In the " second state " the author mentions contact rvith other entities of
human appearance and describes how, at times, he was drawn through a ;; h;e-';
in space to what seemed ro be a
world. Also, when lying 6own o" i""
-parallel
occasion, he became conscious- oflb-eing_bathed
in and transfixed"by u potv.irui
be.am coming frory the norrh, about 30'above rhe horizon. This beain piou.J rri,
mind and appeared to be intelligently motivated. The vibrational states he describes
prior to " qaking off " are again reminiscent of some contact stories where witnesses
undergo similar physical sensarions when being scanned by uFos and their
occupants.

This book, taken at face value, presents a first-hand account of hundreds of
out-of+he-body experiences, some of whictr are frightening and others exhila;i"t.
rt isr'vell worth stu_dying by the open-minded student ani coulcl possibly throw?
lot of light on the UFO mystery.
B,D.W

THE ETERNAL MAN
By Louls Pauwns and Jncquns BrRcrnn
Souvenir Press.
PRrcs: d2.50.

The thought of ploughing through yet another volume on ancient civilisationstrifle daunting and to a certain
extent my w-orst_ fears were realised. once again we run the gamut of piri Reis
maqs, the
^voynitch manuscript, sumerian Fishmen, prehistorlc batteries, gold.plating in south
America, etc., etc., all mixed rogethei'in a hotch-potch oflfact
cum-spacemen/gods visiting planet Earth was a

and theory.
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. . The authors say their sole aim in writing the book is to induce men to keep
their minds as open as possible-a starement which is inclined to make me r.egar-d
their rambling,_ verbose style with more tolerance. They seem equally antagonistic
towards occultists and scientists together, although some of theif own theoiies are
even wilder-perhaps, however, Gallic enthusiasm does not translate too well.
_

. If

one has patience and tenacity, there are a great many fascinating items here

which are little known which could all point to the existence of advanced and
sophisticated cultures and civilisations thousands of years before the " accepted "
dawn of homo sapiens. There is no doubt that if you enjoyed the authori first
book " The Morning of the Magicians," you will enioy this further work.
B.tJ"W

BOOKS RECEIVED.
MYSTERTES FROM FORGOTTEN WORLDS Bv CHanrrs BnRrrrz,
Souvenir Press, price "f,2.50. For review in the next issue.

NOW A,VAILABLE:

A NE\7

REVISED EDITION

OF:-

* UFOs
* UNIDENTIFIED
UN D EN IABLE
* by:
A. R.
R. H. Srnuwev,
PRcr, F.R.A.s. and

M.B.A., F.R.A.s.

As the 1st Edition (1,000 copies) of this fascinating account of the 1967
UFO wave in Central England sold out within 18 months of its publication
in 1958, a limited number (250) of this 2nd Edition has been printed in response
to the many requests received since then.
Although the 100 page book remains largely unaltered, it has been updated to include an intriguing new case and the unexpected and remarkable
reactions of the Ministry
original publication.

of

Defence

to the book's contents following

its

Write now for your copy to NEWCHAPEL OBSERVATORY,
STOKE-ON-TREN'I. Price d1.50 plus 15p postage and packaging.

(USA $4 inc.) Cheques should be made payable to " NEwcHApnt OgssRvarroN
UFO Rsponr."
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,
3a Part St.,

The Editor, BUFORA Journal,
3 Devenish Rd., Weeke, Nr. Winchester,

Southport, LaNcs.
30.8"r972.

HaNrs.
Dear Editor,

I, on behalf of the many who feel as I do, express a heartfelt ' Fiear
' to the conclusions on Ufology reached by 'F.W.' as outlined in your

May
Hearl

I

Sumrner '72 Journa! on pages 9110 and headed

'VIHENCE'?

I have been a student of Ufology for about the same time as the author, namely
10 ,vears, and my findings after having been around the world 3 times and read,
investigated and researched in many parts of the world pretty v'ell coincide with the
contents of the above mentioned article.
Sooner or later I would have had to summarise on paper my own thoughts
and feelings on the enigma which we call the UFC.

'A

'P.W., you have saved me that task.
May I also express my conviction that the suggestions to enabie us to realise
BRIGHT NES/ FUTURE' as outlined in a special supplernent by Roger

Stanway are both practical and imaginative.

- To quote Mr. Stanway's own words
Association's history.'

'we

have reached a critical stage

in our

The implementation of Mr. Stanrvay's objectives at this time coulcl well make
the difference between a most medioci'e future fol the Association and one which
rightly relies on its own consolidated strength, a forward looking prograrame and
an effective agent for the investigation and dissemination of all inforrnation which
may rightly be said to fall within the scope of Ufology.
. Mr. Stanway, may I wish you luck with all others of your Comrnittee in the
implementation of that imaginative programme.
My regards,
SraN ArNscoucH.

CARAVANWarminster enthusiasts will be pleased to note that the Skylvatch Caravan rvill

again be sited at

warminster. sfrite (s.a.e.) please for information, which will
Spring-A. West, 49 Mill Road, Burgess Hill, Sussex.

forwarded early in
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be

EUROPEAN UFO CCINFERENCE, MAY 26th

&

Z7th, 1972

Left rc right :

Cnanns BownN, Editor," Flying Saucer Review."
I{ox. BnrNsrrv, LE Posn FnsNctt, International Chairman of CONTACT.
CrsssB R. n'C)urrnrMoNT, Belgium.

Caprarx E. I. A. MacxAv, BUFORA.
Dn. J. CrsaRv-BaKR, EUIIORA.
French Delegate.

Scene

RICHARD

of " The UF"O Vision " (See

Roger Stanway's article

in

text).

COLBORNE. The National Investigations Co-Ordinator

recently ntro\,ed, his new address

is:-

has

Bagshot Road, lVest End,
Woking, Surrey.
(1-elephone: Chobham STD 099-05 7213).

" Tresisr"
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INVESTIGATIONS SECTION
RtrPORT from TEIE NATIONAL INVESTIGATION$i CO-ORDINATOR
Investigation Co-ordination-Nationwide.
since taking o{fice I have been devoting all my available time ro the problem
of^.organizing the National Investigations co-ordination department. with no
written procedure the modus operandi is left, it seems to the discretion of the

newly appointed officer, so I studied what files and documents were passed on to
me and soon came to the conclusion that there is more work involved than it is
pos_sible for one person to cope with on a part-time basis. The quantity of letters
and telephpne calls that have to be answered, and the number of cases that have to
be allocated for investigation during a flap is enough to drive a man to drink.

De-centralisation of Investigations.
It is now recognised that it will take a well organised team, ro co-ordinate
investigationE on a national scale. The National Inveitigations Co-ordinator) must
in future irave at least one personal assistant-Bob Skinnlr has already volunteered
lis services-and high priority is beryg given to completing the selection of Regional
Co-ordinators that was started by Tim.
Members will be pleased to learn that in addition to the four Regional coordinators whose names were published in Vol. 3, No. 6, of this Journal, a further
ten have been selected and are under consideration by the N.E.C.
_ Some_of the Regions have been sub-divided so that it should be possible for
Regional Co-ordinator to maintain closer contact with his investigators.

a

Investigator Network.
The network of investigators is currently under revision and it is the intention
of the N.I.c. that the whole of Great Britain should be adequately covered-some

large gaps exist at present.

Earlier this year a number of members completed quesrionnaires, with their
qualifications arJd experience, etc. Their names have been added to the existing
list which now forms the basis for a National Network.

The Status of Area Investigators.
There has been inquiries from some investigators who are concerned about
their status within the Association. All investigators who have in the past shown a

good standard of work and/or have shown continued interest to conduct investigations, can rest assured that they will continue to enjoy their status.
Members who have only just requested to be investigators, will receive advice
and/or training as soon as possible.

Area Investigators Reference Number.
Some investigators have sometime in the past been allocated Reference
Numbers and style themselves accordingly. \7hile others are quoting their

membership numbers.
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To those investigators who are using their 'Reference Numbers,' I must give
this warning. There are no plans for augnlenting the system and absoluteiy
no
-into
existing record of who owns what number-it is a system that has long falien
disuse.

'

And a further warning to those who are using their membersship numbers:
it is useful to quote your membership numbers on internal correspondence,
it is inadvisable to publicise them or allow the press to quote then as some
embarrassing situations could arise. Membership numbers are not unique and any
Whilst

member who changes his or her address or allows their subscription to lapse, is very
Iikely to have their number changed and these numbers are frequently re-allocated.

Credit, given where Credit Deserved.
Praise is desen'ed by many of our investigators for their efforts in the past. I
know that my predecessor conveys his sincere thanks to those who investigated the

numerous reports during last year's flap, many

of whom were in

areas where

supervision was impossible.
I have no doubt that your enthusiasm will continue. There are a few unlucky
people who live in areas where sightings are rare and have complained that they

are never given anything

to do. The utmost is being done to distribute work

evenly and there will be special projects for investigators with time on their hands.

Procedures for Investigation.
A circular rvill be sent round in the near future, outlining procedures which
are at present only known to a few. $7ith only the smailest amount of modification,
the implementation of existing procedures should increase the speed and efficiency
of investigation and in the publication of investigated cases. There exists a wealth
of material from previously investigated sightings and as yet many sightings fi.om
last year's flap are still uninvestigated. Details of outstanding cases are being
distributed to investigators as soon as possible.
Rtcnano P. CornonNn, National Iwestigations Co-ordinator.

N.B. All future
"'lresis,"

correspondence and sighting reports should be sent
Bagshot Road, West End, Woking, Surrey.

to me at:

TREASURER'S NOTICE.
The recommendations of the N.E.C. to increase membership subscriptions was
qatified by the 1972 A.G.M. New rares are f,2'40 annual Su6scription (pro rata
for new members joining during the year) and f,20 life membership.

The committee thanks all those members who, having renewed their subscriplions at the old. _rate, have made a special donation of the difference (90p) and
would appreciate it if others member could follow this example
A.W.
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BUFORA RESEARCH

1972

1. Appraisal of Existing BUFORA Report Files.
which have explanations including
- (a) _ - This has been ilitiated. _ All -reports
those which contain insufficient data foi
evaluation

will be-separated from th"e
relatively small, residue of inexplicable cases. This remaining hard core of quality
sightings containing an appreciable amount of scientific data-witl form the Oasis of
the Report Analysis Card System.
(b)^ Checks to be made in other UFO sighting records and sources, e.g.
_.
Flying Saucer Review and other U.K. UFO organlsations for British cases, that ale
missing fiqp. qq. !!qr. BUFORA is endeavouring to build up a more ' comprere '
picture of British UFO activity.

2. Expansion of BUFORA Report Files.
. As .we -proceed with the above, there should also be a strong emphasis on
international co-operation wherever possible. Hard core case hist-ories^could be
groups all over the world to provide us with a truly global
exchanged
^with uFo
coverage of the phenomenon.

3.

Research Proiects.
In the future more importance should be placed on comparative studies where
*g
liq is to attempt to establish the scientific ieality of certain commonly reported
UFO characteristics and effects.
p.ast with statistical analyses where the number of sightings were plotted
. In the
against location or time, the researcher always came back to the faci that h6 could

never include all uFo sightings, and more pr:obably in his sample unknowingly used
many cases with normal explanations. The results of such itudies could-b-e said

to be meaningless.

It may be said that to establish a particular characteristic of UFOs one does not
necessarily need all the cases, but instead perhaps 100, 500 or a 1,000 authenticicated
reports containing sufficient scientific data which supports and corroberates the
t
fact.'

4.

Specialisation.

Spegialis_ation shoLrld be a key factor in research and that this policy be encouraged with the emphasis now placed on individual members of the Asiociation
and others, who would be directly responsible to the Director of Research.

5. Microfilming the Report Files.
BUFORA is to go ahead shortly with the microfilming of all its report files,
initially as a safety factor, but also to facilitate the exchange of information on an
international scale. In particular we are contributing our British UFo reports
(those wlich remain unexplained) to the APRO COMCAT Project-a global
computerised catalogue of UFO sightings initiated by Aerial Phenomena Research
Organization in the U.S.A.
ANrnoNy R. PRcn, Director of Research.
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UFO STATISTICS

- lst JANUARY

to Slst

DECEMBER, 1969
UFO Reports contained on the files of the Britlsh UFO Research Association

Year

Sateilites

Meteorological and

Balloons

and Debris
1949
1950

1955

1956
1957
1958

Objects

Phenomena

121
1

5
3
3

262

1252
36155
56124
77184
2683
8
8
86225
24
21
35
16
234139
178286

1959
1960

t96l
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

7969

TOTAL
Note:

Celestial otherNatural Aircraft Misc. lnsufficient

t2
2-2
122
151
)'>2

1952
1953
1954

1949

8
8
11

11
23
63

l4
3

t9
t7

9

t6
48
93
35

29

UFOs Total

Data
4

22t

11
282
I33
232
444
124
421
185
1
11
4148
4L46
'7
135
61812
61
t9
23
92
13
13
8104

2

7

4

t7

l3
l5

24
2A

20
51

6

64
93

30
40

ll

145

133

53
73
57

245
379
121
110
1,372

Miscellaneous reports include, for exarnple, hoaxes, the leflection of lights on cloud,
flares, fireworks, kites, lights on tall structures and photographic aberrations, etc.
Approximately 10o/o of these reports (UFOs) remain unexplained.
Compiled by A. R. Pee.

STAFFORDSHIRE BRANCH FORMED
A new branch of the Association has been formed in Staffordshire.
All memberswho live in Staffordshire and surrounding counties are invited to
participate in all future activities ofthe Branch.
The branch will provide West Midland members with a focal point for research,
a basis to meet socially and an opportunity for the mutual exchange of ideas.
Please contact Hon. Secretary: Mn. Paur Gnecony,
25, Wye Road, Clagon,
Newcastle under Lyme,
Staffs ST5 4AZ.
Tel. Newcastle (Staffs) 619658.

2V

UFOLOG

(Sightings Supplement)
UFO sighting-reports intended for inclusion in UFOLOG should be sent direct
to the compiler, as follows:Mns. K. SMrrH,
" Ringlemere,', Colwell Road,
Colwell Bay, Isle of Wight.
percentage of all uFo reports relate to misidentified man-rnade
large
-A
artifadts or natural phenomena. 'Journal' readers must decide for themselves
wlrether or not a_given sighting ought to be assigned a conventional explanation or
retained in the' Unknown' category.
. To assist them in ^reaching a decision, each report bears a number, i.e.31514,
which implies volume J,
Number 5, Report 4. Reports appearing in a ginen issue
of the ' Journal ' will be thus identified in furure issues, ^when i verdiit on each
report 'will be delivered in the light of subsequent enquiries by BUFORA investigators.

_only- major sightings can be evaluated fully. Minor sightings 'uviir, when
possible, be subjected to appraisal.
It has been decided to confine the contents of UFoLoG to sightings reported
within the compts_s o^f the-British Isles, since investigation of foreigi rep"orts^ought
to devolve upon UFO societies operating in the countries concernJd.

J. C-8.
\ef. :

3l8ll.

Time

:2030hrs.

Date : 7st May, 1970.
Location..Glastonbrrr_
\7itness, a young police_ officer and four other people, salv eight objects at Giastonbury To"r.
They. were i!.a northerly direction and the witnesi de:sciibed thEm as'bright, maroon colbuled,
egg-shaped objects rvith a halo of light on the surface edges. They appeared to be solid but hazy.
. \X/hen first seen they were hovering at an estimatea height 6f 76' and were visible for fiie
minutes. The witness described them as " hovering in a 'missing man' formation," and at the
end of,this period they broke away from each other and disappeared, all at the same iime.
The weather was warm, not thundery, with moderate wi;d. There rvas no sound from the
obiects.
Investigated by R. M. srruNnn.
Ref. :31812
Time : 02t5hrs.
Date: 78th October, 1971.
_ Location..Middleton Cheney, nr. Banbury.
In the early hours of the morning witness, Mr. C. woke to flnd that the area outside his windoiv
was illuminated by a very powerful light, it was raining heavily at the time. On looking out of
the window he realized that, the source of the light was close to the house on its far side(eastern
side). The horrse cast a shadow over most of the lawn but even so, Mr. C. said it was so brilht that
he could see the worms on the lawn.
!tr.e liglt was e-xtigguished for a short while and Mr. C. woke his wife. When the light returned it had moved a little towards_the north, and after a few seconds the light was extinfrrished
agaln. -$t the same time an ear-splitting whine began. The noise was simlilar to a radi6 " Off
station,"
more intense, with a pulsating rhythmbn a low frequency modulated by another of
-but
a. higher frequency.. Mr.-C. said that the noise was unbearable ev6n wiih their hands tlasped over
their ears. It continued for several minutes but was so disturbing that it was not possibleio iudge
the time accurately. The noise stopped briefly and then began igain on a single irote, at the'sarfre
time the witnesses saw an intens-e light comparable in size to a itreet lamp,-at about 100 yards
distance. The llght was now to the east at an elevation of35'-40" and furth6i away. It incr6aseci
in brightness and appeared to recede; it ascended and vanished.
rWhen the light sourcewas at its closest on the east side ofthe house, itwas near aJunction of
overhead electricity cables.
No noise was heard by neighbours and neither did

Mr. C's two sons wake.
Investigated by C. Davro Oaxr,ny-Hrr,r, and Rrcn,qno Cor,eonxr.
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Re;f.

:

31813.

Time

Date : 27th October, 1971.

:

081-0

hts,

Location.' Hailey, Oxfordshire.
ir'lr. C. H. Iff/alls and .li9 wjl'e reported seeing a_strange object in the sky eariy in the morning
of October 27th' 197l. \(/ith the. unaided eye it looked like a vapour trail, 6ut thiough binoculari
two objects couid be seen, shaped like olyge,n cylinders, one yeliow and one orange. The yello',v
one, which appeared to be nearest, was brighterithan the sun.
Investigated by R^. P. CorsonNr and R. M. Si<ruNnn.
Ref. :

Date

:

I9th December, 1971.

T'ime

:

1620-1650 hrs.

Location.' Rochester, I(ent.
Mr. A4alcolrn Pay watched a very bright light moving across the sky vely slorvly, from east
to west. .{t one point it remained stationary for about 8 minutes before-resuming iti-journey.
According to the witness it resembled a very bright star, was white in coiou"r and made no
sound. A similar obiect rvas seen by tr{r. Pay on 13th lune, 1972.
S.I.G.A.IJ.

Ref. : 31814.
I,irne : 2045 hrs. BST.
Date . August 6tlt, 1)72.
Location.. Liverpooi.
Ia a letter published in the Liverpool Echo on August 16th the rvitness, Mr. Vic Stephens,
wrote:
At 8.45 p.m. on Slrnday, August 6th, rny rvife and I were sitting in our car at the Pier Flead
watching the sulsetry_len w9 noticed_a.very bright.iridescent objett stationary in the skyat a
tremendous height. We both watched it through binocuiars and after it had-remained in one
position for about three minutes it veered rapidly in a westerly direction and then remait-red
s,uspended rvithout movement for another two minutes. During lhe movement there r,vas a condensation trail similar to that caused by a jet but a few seconds aftEr it had stopped the condensation
trail disappeared. .\7hilst hovering there appeared to be red flames issuing from the rear. At
three minutes to nine it sped rapidly out_of slght in a westerly direction. There was a jet plane
also in the sky at this time but this was the orthodox, easily ricognisable obfect.
Merseyside UFO Bulletin.

'
'I:inte.^ 1500 hrs.
Locatiorz.' Gatrvick Airport.
A dirigible object_was seeil at,Gatrvick Airport by an officer off-duty watching aircraft. The
Zepelin "-shaped object \,vas observed travalling north-east to souih-west wjth its ..ur ird
".. _
enveloped in blrre smoke. After about 70 seconds the smoke surrounding the object cleared
quickly to reveal that the object had vanished.
T'hree days qrior to this.sighting_on-10th August, Mr. w. Jell1,, an ernployee at London
Alrpgrl rvas shooting pigeons just south of the airport when he observ.d what'he-described as a
whirlwind which passed over from west to east for a period of ten minutes, from 1230 to 1240 hrs.
B.S.T.
A lUgq quantity of l_oose strawwas raised from outside the a.irport perimeter and was estimatecl
. qualified
airport staff to be reaching an altitude of no less tdan 4 miles. Some of the sira*
Fy
later feil ogt on the airport.. On the same date,_ time unspecified, an account in the Daily A,Iirior.
of August 1 lth stated that_ there was a fall-out of straw at Heathrow and reports had been received
from pilots encountering layers of straw suspended at high altitudes. On the 14th August stiaw
was falling at Heston in Cambridgeshire, according to a -nervspaper report.
Investigated by Anworo Wasr.
Ref. : 3l8ls.
Date : 13th August, 1972.

Ref. : 31816.
T'ime : 2000 hrs.
Date : 24th September, 1972.
Location.' Horsham.
.&lr. Michael Fiest and hi_s girl-friend. s,aw a bright light in the northern sky when they were
in Horsham Park, The corrple saw the light execute certain repeated movements mainly-in the
natgr.e oj-mgiing backward-s and forwards through a wide arc, ior almost two minutes before it
vanished behind a clump of trees.
Investigated by Jouw Scanny.
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Ref. : 31817.
Date : 4th October, 1972.

. .Vitness, Mr. Bryan Bishop,-was on night shift, arrd while he was in the works yard ire saw
in.the eastern.-sky-a series of -eight lights_ forming a diamond shape. When first se6n only five

lights were visible but as the obiect moved almostbverhead, eight lights were visible. The ientre
appeared t-,?V-."gd it was not possible to discern whethei tliis was eight objects or one object
carrying eight lights,
_ _ Mr. Bishop is an amateur astronomer snd a keen meteor observer, he is famiiiar with the
night sky and can recognise natural phenomena and satellites, etc.
(almost as bright as Sirius). They were
. .. He^described the-lighn a.s whiter maglritude
visible for a period 9f four minutes_, travelling at a-1moderate speed icross the sky from iast to
south-east and they disappeared in the distance.
Investigated by GonooN Clrcc.

UFOLOG APPRAISALS
Ref.,: 317ltt
317 12:

This is certainly a most intriguing report and one appearing to contain a
number of the iamiliar effectslnc6u"tir.a i" p*t-"
"i;se6;r;;.h-;-tFo
cases involving motor vehicles. This event is certainly worthy
of detailed study.
From the appearance and behaviour of the object I suggest that it may well

Ref.:

31713:

High flying--aircraft reflecting the rising sunr The " slipper-shape " is

Ref.:

3l7l4t

Ref.

:

Ref.:
Ref.

:

31715:
31716:

Ret.

:

31717:

Ref.:
Re/.:

31719:

317ll0:

Ref.: 3l7lt3:
Ref.: 3l7lt4:

:
Ref. :

317lt6:

Ret.:

2l7lt7:

Ref .
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:

a

" give away,"
It is difficult to account for an object which remained stationary for about terl

minutes then moved off steadily. The wake, on the other hand, is consistent
with a high flying aircraft and the reddish glow from the Sun which had set
about half an hour beforehand. More details required.
Sounds like a reflection phenomenon.
In spite of the impression of the obiect created by the witness's vivid descriptions, I believe the phenomenon observed on 3id September was nothins
more than a bright fireball (bolide). The meteorite of 25th April, 1969 wai
described by so,me witnesses in exactly the same manner. The second object
also appears to be a meteor.

Ref.: 3lTlllt
Ref.: 3l7lt2t

Ref.

have been some type of flare.

317lt5t

3l7ll8:

I

have heard of a bird like the one described but it did not disappear in the
it was an unfamiliar bird or some wind
blown debris ?
An interesting little report but not much to go on.
It is a pity the object in question is not described in more detail, Possibly it
was something akin to ball lightning ?
Too little detail to rule out an aircraft.
I am not sure here whether an 'object' as such was observed or whether it
was merely a bright red light source. The sighting is not particularly interesting as it stands, Perhaps an aircraft light plus a flare ?
This report is typically characteristic of a bolide.
The sound and.lights.described in this report are not unusual enough by
themselves to rule out low flying aircraft.
'Were these UFOs in fact objects or just
coloured lights ? If the latter, then
this is nothing more than an aircraft.
The flashing red light is indicative of an aircraft. The " powerful beams "
could well have been the landing lights.
Essential details are missing from this report. It may have been some meteorological phenomenon.

north-eastll Joking apart perhaps

An aircraft again

?

A. R. Pncs.

BUFORA RESEARCH HEADQUARTERS
FOUNDATION FUND
The Committee are pleased to say that there has been an encouraging response
from the membership with donations towards our Headquarters Fouridatlion Fund.
However if there are other members who feel they also can now give a little extra
suppolt to the Association we would be gratetui to hear from them.
At our December Meeting we discussed the type of equipment which was considered suitable for the new Research Headquarters. In oider to achieve maximum
benefit from the Foundation Fund it was suggested that we adverrise to BUFoRA
members asking whether they could help by donating equipment (particularly in
the case of those who would like to help but could not contribute to ihe cash frind)
or provide sources of cheap, secondhand or surplus equipment. Some essential
items would be a typewriter, filing cabinet, office furniture, photocopying facilities,
photographic epuipment, a drawing board, microscope, scientific reference books
and so on.

Following the establishment of the Research H.Q. and our determination to
begin real UFO Rerearch in the New Year, a Projects Officer has been appointed
for the Research Section to initiate a research programme and co-ordinate various
scientific projects in which members are welcome to participate. trf you feel you

would be prepared to give a regular part of your leisure time to a particirlar
research project or failing fhat, you could suggest a practicable and poteniially useful aspect of the phenomenon for special study, please write to:CnaRrns Locxwoon,
Projects Officer,

BUF'ORA Research H.Q.,
Newchapel Observatory,
Newchapel,

Stoke-on-'frent, Staffs.
More details of these projects will appear in the first issue of the new Research
Bulletin in January.
Letters concerning research equipment should be addressed to the Research
Director at the Observatorv.

STOP PRESS-

" Space-the final frontier "-an exhibition of Astronomy, Space{light and
UFOs will be held in the Museum, Haniey, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs., frorn the 6th
January, 1973, for six weeks. Staged by the Stoke-on-Trent Astronomical
Society, this ambitious venture should be of grear interesr to all BUFORA

members.
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A MEIIRY CE{R,ISTMAS
^A.ND A

HAPPY I{EW YEAR
TO

,{LL OUR, IIEADER.S
LIGHT
SO URCE

P
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